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1 Introduction
What is the Neighbourhood Plan?
1.1

The Neighbourhood Plan for Belper Civil Parish (hereafter the NP4B) has been prepared in
accordance with the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, the Planning & Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004, the Localism Act 2011, the Neighbourhood Planning (General)
Regulations 2012 and Directive 2001/42/EC on Strategic Environmental Assessment. The
Plan establishes a vision of the future for the Parish and sets out how that vision will be realised
through planning and controlling land use and development change.

1.2

The Plan relates to planning matters (the use and development of land) and has been
prepared in accordance with the statutory requirements and processes set out in the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended by the Localism Act 2011) and the
Neighbourhood Planning (general) Regulations 2012.

What is the Basic Conditions Statement?
1.3

This Basic Conditions Statement has been prepared to accompany the NP4B. Paragraph 8(2)
of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as applied to neighbourhood
plans by section 38A of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, requires that
Neighbourhood Development Plans meets each of the following Basic Conditions1:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

1.4

has regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the
Secretary of State it is appropriate to make the neighbourhood plan,
contributes to the achievement of sustainable development,
is in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in the development plan
for the area of the authority (or any part of that area),
does not breach and is otherwise compatible with European Union (EU) and
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) obligations,
does not breach the requirements of chapter 8 part 6 of the Conservation of Habitats
and Species Regulations 2017,
having regard to all material considerations it is appropriate that it is made.

This document outlines how the NP4B meets all of the above Basic Conditions.

2 Key Statements
2.1

The Plan area covers the civil Parish of Belper. Belper Town Council is the qualifying body
responsible for the preparation of this Neighbourhood Plan. The NP4B expresses policies that
relate to the development and use of land only within the Neighbourhood Area.

2.2

The Neighbourhood Area is contiguous with the Parish boundary as shown on the map
accompanying the neighbourhood designation application.

2.3

The NP4B Plan covers the period from 2019 to 2035.

1

See national planning practice guidance Paragraph: 065 Reference ID: 41-065-20140306
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2.4

The Plan proposals do not deal with County matters (mineral extraction and waste
development), nationally significant infrastructure or any other matters set out in Section 61K
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as ‘excluded development’.

2.5

The NP4B does not relate to more than one neighbourhood area. It is related to Belper Civil
Parish as designated by Amber Valley Borough Council on 12th February 2015 as shown in
figure 1 below.
Figure 1: Belper Civil Parish Neighbourhood Area
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2.6

There are no other Neighbourhood Plans in place for the Belper Civil Parish Neighbourhood
Area.

2.7

The Pre-Submission Draft NP4B was made available for consultation in accordance with
Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Plan Regulations from 21st March to 3rd May 2019. On
22 May 2019 at Full Council AVBC withdrew the emerging Local Plan from examination and
committed to writing a new Local Plan. This had significant implications for the NP4B. There
were also substantive amendments made to the NP4B and AVBC advised that a second
Regulation 14 consultation should be undertaken. This second Regulation 14 consultation
took place between 14th October and 26th November 2019. Amendments have been made to
the document based on all the comments received (during both Reg 14 consultation periods)
and these are summarised in the document entitled ‘Consultation Statement’.

3 Conformity with National and District Policy
3.1

The Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared having regard to national policies and advice set
out in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)2. Paragraphs 28 – 30 and footnote 16
of the NPPF refers to Neighbourhood Plans requiring them to have regard to the policies in
the NPPF and to be in general conformity with strategic policies in any Development Plan that
covers the area.

3.2

The NPPF provides a framework within which local communities can produce neighbourhood
development plans for their area and sets out how planning should help achieve sustainable
development (see paragraphs below relating to achieving sustainable development).

3.3

The NP4B has also been prepared having regard to the strategic policies contained in the
2006 Local Plan for Amber Valley Borough Council (AVBC).

3.4

The policies in the NP4B have been drafted to be in general conformity with the adopted
polices and the evidence base prepared since 2006 to support new Borough policies. This
ensures that the NP4B remains up to date once a new Local Plan is adopted.

3.5

The Neighbourhood Plan has been in preparation since 2016 and Planning Guidance
Paragraph (PPG): 009 Reference ID: 41-009-20190509 provides guidance on how a
neighbourhood plan should relate to the Development Plan where not all the policies are up
to date as has been the case during the drafting of the NP4B. PPG advises that
‘the reasoning and evidence used to support an emerging Local Plan is likely to be relevant
to the consideration of the basic conditions against which a neighbourhood plan is tested…
Where a neighbourhood plan is brought forward before an up-to-date local plan is in place the
the qualifying body and the Local Planning authority should discuss and aim to agree the
relationship between policies in:
•
•
•

2

the emerging neighbourhood plan
the emerging local plan
the adopted development plan

All references are to the NPPF 2019
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with appropriate regard to national policy and guidance.
The Local Planning authority should take a proactive and positive approach, working
collaboratively with a qualifying body particularly sharing evidence and seeking to resolve any
issues to ensure the draft neighbourhood plan has the greatest chance of success at
independent examination’.

3.6

In accordance with National Planning Guidance, documents commissioned by AVBC in
preparation for a new Local Plan have been used to guide the Neighbourhood Plan policies.
These are;
a) Derbyshire County Council Landscape Character Assessment 2003, (updated
2014)
b) Strategic Housing Market Assessment GL Hearn Update 2017
c) Wardell Armstrong Landscape Sensitivity Study 2017
d) Derbyshire County Council Historic Environment Record
e) Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2013 and 2017
f) Employment Land Need Study 2016
g) Older People’s Housing, Accommodation and Support – a commissioning strategy
for Derbyshire 2019-2035
Table 1: How each Neighbourhood Plan Community Objective has regard to the key
themes (section headings) in the NPPF.
Community Summary
Objective
No.
1

2

3

Relevant NPPF Theme

To encourage
developers to consult
with the community early
in the planning
application process
wherever possible so
local people can inform
the design, location and
layout of a scheme. 3

Delivering a sufficient supply of homes

Ensuring a mix of house
3.7
types to meet local need
3.8
especially smaller
dwellings

Delivering a sufficient supply of homes

Ensuring
development

Promoting healthy and safe communities
Para 128 encourages early discussion between
the applicants and the local community
‘clarifying expectations and reconciling local
…interests’.
Achieving sustainable development

Promoting healthy and safe communities
Achieving sustainable development

that Conserving and enhancing the historic
protects environment

As community objective 1 is not a land use policy this is reflected as a key principle in the Neighbourhood
Plan
3
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Community Summary
Objective
No.

Relevant NPPF Theme

and
where
possible Achieving well-designed places
enhances the heritage
Achieving sustainable development
assets of the Parish.
Conserving and enhancing the natural
environment.
4

Improving
biodiversity Conserving and enhancing the natural
and
ensuring
that environment
development does not
diminish
the Achieving sustainable development
environmental quality of
the area

5

Ensuring that new
development minimises
its impact on the
landscape character.

Conserving and enhancing the natural
environment
Conserving and enhancing the built
environment
Achieving sustainable development

6

Ensuring
new
development is designed
to a high quality, is
energy efficient and
reinforces existing local
rural character

Achieving well-designed places
Achieving sustainable development
Conserving and enhancing the natural
environment.
Meeting the challenge of climate change

7

Supporting the provision Building a strong competitive economy
of business and industrial
units

8

Supporting
the Building a strong competitive economy
expansion of tourism
3.9 Supporting a prosperous rural economy

9

Supporting
the Achieving sustainable development
development of brown
field sites including 3.10
the Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
Mills
Building a strong competitive economy
Ensuring the vitality of town centres
Supporting a Prosperous Rural Economy

7

Community Summary
Objective
No.

Relevant NPPF Theme

10

Supporting measures to Meeting the challenge of climate change
reduce car usage and to
promote walking and 3.11 Promoting healthy and safe communities
cycling
3.12 Supporting a Prosperous Rural Economy

11

Supporting the use of Meeting the challenge of climate change
renewable energy

Table 2: Assessment of how each policy in the NP4B conforms to the NPPF
Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.
1

Sustainable
Development

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
7,8,11,12,3.13 The NPPF enshrines sustainable
117
development at the heart of planning.
NPP 1 defines what sustainable
development is in the context of Belper
Parish. This includes a NP policy that
establishes a built framework in
accordance with AVBCs approach. This
provides certainty in respect of the
boundary to the built framework and the
need to protect valued open spaces and
landscapes immediately around it.

3.14 The reuse of previously developed land
is an overarching principal to make as
much use as possible of brown field land
in accordance with para 117.
2

Protecting
118,
the Natural 174
Environment
and
Enhancing
Biodiversity

170,
3.15 The NPPF states that ‘Planning policies
should contribute to and enhance the
natural and local environment’.

3.16 NPP

2 identifies and protects
designated nature conservation areas.

3.17 The NPPF at para 118 states that
planning
policies
should
‘take
‘opportunities
to
achieve
net
environmental gain’. NPP 2 provides a
clear policy framework to show how the
impact on biodiversity of development
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Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
will be assessed and how it can be
mitigated. This is in accordance with
NPPF paras 170 and 174.

3.18 NPP 2 shows how (in the context of
Belper Parish) development should
result in a net biodiversity gain in
accordance with NPPF para 170 d).

3.19 The importance of specific landscape
features to biodiversity (the River
Derwent and mature trees and
hedgerows around the Town for
example) are identified.

3.20 The use of SuDs is required in
accordance with Government policy see NPPF paras 163 c) and 165.
3

Protecting
118,127,170
3.21 The landscape character of the Parish,
the
with the OUV attributes of the World
Landscape
Heritage Site, the topography which
Character of
allows for long views across the
Belper Parish
DVMWHS
and
the
extensive
Conversation Area are the Parish’s
greatest feature.

3.22 The NPPF at para 127 requires planning
policies to ensure that developments will
‘function well and add to the overall
quality of the area’ not just in the short
term but over the life time of the
development.

3.23 The NPPF at para 170 requires planning
policies to ‘contribute to and enhance
the natural and local environment by
protecting and enhancing valued
landscapes’

3.24 NPP 3 defines the overall approach to
protecting landscape character in
considering the location for future
development. It is based on an
understanding and evaluation of the
defining characteristics of the Parish

9

Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
undertaken for the Neighbourhood Plan.
The Belper Heritage and Character
Assessment (Belper HCA) combines an
assessment of landscape character with
the historic landscape (in accordance
with NPPF para 127c). Based on this
detailed analysis NPP 3 provides a
framework to identify and protect the
valued landscape.

4-9

Protecting
118,127,170
3.25 These policies draw out the specific
the
points raised in the Belper HCA for each
Landscape
Landscape Character Area (and are in
Character of
addition to the overarching policy
LCA 02-LCA
requirements in NPP 3 that apply across
06
the whole of the Plan area.)

10

Reducing the 155 to 165
3.26 In the absence of an up to date Borough
Risk
of
policy NPP 10 was included based on
Flooding
Reg 14 comments from AVBC and EA.
As such it sets out the requirement for a
sequential test as required in para 157
and the other measures and mitigating
factors in accordance with the NPPF.

3.27 The importance of SuDs, designed to
provide an opportunity to achieve net
biodiversity gains, is emphasised at
NPP 10 (5) in accordance with best
practice.
11

Protecting
Heritage
Assets

184,
185,
192

The heritage of Belper Parish is its
189, defining feature. The NPPF places great
importance on the protection and
enhancement of heritage assets and
that ‘these assets are an irreplaceable
resource and should be conserved in a
manner
appropriate
to
their
significance’.
World Heritage Sites are identified as
having the highest significance.
The NP4B sets out ‘a positive strategy
for the conservation and enjoyment of
the historic environment’ in accordance

10

Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
with NPPF para 185. In particular the
desirability of ‘putting them to viable
uses consistent with their conservation’
(para 185 b)) is central to the sitespecific proposals in later policies. (See
NPP 20, 22,23,24,25).
NPP 11 reinforces national and Borough
policy protecting the Conservation Area,
Listed Buildings and their setting and the
DVMWHS. NPP 11 (5) reflects para 195
in that it recognises the need to
demonstrate that a balanced judgement
it required and that public benefit must
outweigh the harm to the OUV of the
DVMWHS.

3.28 NPP 11 also sets out a clear framework
identifying buildings nominated as
locally important heritage assets and
setting out how a balanced judgment is
required to assess the benefit of
development on heritage assets versus
the harm.
12

Energy
Efficiency
and
HighQuality
Design

124,
125,
126
127, 129,
130
131
185 c

In accordance with NPPF para 125 NPP
12 provides ‘a clear vision and
expectations, so that applicants have …
certainty about what is likely to be
acceptable… and how these will be
tested’ .

148, 150

NPP 12 ensures that development ‘adds
to the overall quality’ of the Parish. The
policy is ‘sympathetic to local character
and history including the surrounding
built environment and landscape setting
‘ (para 127 c) as it is based on the Belper
HCA.
NPP 12 (4) allows flexibility for
innovative and/or contemporary design
where it adds to the overall quality.
NPP 12 (7) encourages the use of BfL12
to provide a measure of the standard

11

Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
required. ‘Being clear about design
expectations and how these will be
tested is essential for achieving [good
design]’ (para 124).
The NPPF sees the planning system as
crucial in supporting the transition to a
low carbon future to ‘shape places in
ways that minimise vulnerability and
improve resilience’ (para 148). New
development should be planned in ways
that ‘can help to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, such as through its location,
orientation and design’ (para 148).
NPP 12 (5) and (6) encourage the use
of materials, layout and orientation that
will build resilience in the design of new
development.

13

A Mix
Housing
Types

of 61

NPP 13 is based on the evidence from
the SHMA OAN update 2017, as well as
an analysis of the existing housing stock
and local knowledge of the houses
required
(including
consultation
feedback). NPP 13 addresses the need
to
provide
housing
to
meet
demonstrable local need based on
analysis in the AECOM Housing Needs
Assessment. The NPPF supports
policies that meet local housing need.

14

Designation
99,100
of
Local
Green Space

The NPPF encourages communities to
identify for special protection green
areas of particular importance. NPP 14
identifies 4 areas of tranquillity and/or
community value that will be protected
from development.

15

Increasing
148, 151
the use of
Renewable
Energy

The NPPF requires Local Authorities to
support renewable and low carbon
energy initiatives; the planning system
should support this transition. NPP 15
provides a policy framework that sets
out how the opportunities for supporting

12

Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
renewable energy can be balanced with
the wider landscape sensitivity.

16

Increasing
102 c), 104 The NPPF recognises the value of
Cycling and d), 84, 91
cycling and walking to provide health
Walking
benefits and sustainable transport
solutions.
NPP 16 requires development to
provide walking and cycling links to
services and facilities in the Town and to
improve access to and enhance the
route along the Derwent valley to
tourism destinations. Historic walking
and cycling routes are identified and
opportunities for reinstating links to the
Meadows Edge are supported.

17

Increasing
110 e), 105 The NPPF promotes sustainable
the Use of e)
transport (and the reduction of the use
Electric
of fossil fuels) and para 110 e) requires
Vehicles
applications for development to be
designed to enable charging of plug in
or other ultra low emission vehicles in
safe, accessible and convenient
locations.’
Para 105 e) requires local parking
standards to take into account the need
to ensure adequate provision of spaces
for charging vehicles.
NPP 17 supports increasing the use of
electric vehicles identifying locations
where charging points should be located
and requiring new development to be
capable of future adaption.

18

Increasing
Tourism

83

NPP 18 encourages sustainable tourism
including the provision of tourist
accommodation, parking and a visitor
centre etc as part of a wider economic
strategy to maximise the considerable
assets of the Parish. Other policies
compliment this approach e.g. the
provision of cycling routes to connect

13

Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
the Derwent Valley and the support for a
car park at the West Mill Site.
The NPPF identifies sustainable rural
tourism as a way to promote a strong
rural economy. Tourism initiatives are
also seen as a way to put heritage
assets to viable uses consistent with
their conservation (para 185 a).

19

Protecting
85 d)
existing car
parks

3.29 The NPPF states that planning policies
should ‘ anticipate the needs of main
town centre uses ’ and safeguarding the
existing Town centre car parking
provision is an important element in
supporting the economic vitality of the
Town.

3.30 NPP 19 supports the need to protect
existing car parks in the wider context of
the expected loss of temporary car park
provision (Derwent Street and the
overflow car park next to Ada Belfield)
when these sites are redeveloped.
20 - 27

Policies for
the
development
of brownfield
sites

7,8,11,12,3.31
117,
184,
185, 155 to
165

Each site-specific policy seeks to
encourage sustainable development as
defined in the NPPF and the NP4B
(NPP 1).

3.32 The NPPF requires policies to ‘make as
much use as possible of previously
developed or ‘brownfield’ land’. NPP 2027 sets a policy framework that provides
specific criteria based on local
knowledge and the AECOM studies to
assist developers in preparing planning
applications that constitute sustainable
development.
These sites are mostly within the
DVMWHS and the policies reflect the
heritage value and they recognise the
need to demonstrate that a balanced
judgement it required and that public

14

Neighbourhood Policy Title
Policy No.

NPPF Ref Commentary
(para.)
benefit must outweigh the harm to the
OUV of the DVMWHS.
Requirements relating to other sitespecific issues (i.e. flooding) are also
reflected in accordance with NPP 10
and the NPPF.

28

Supporting
Local
Business

80, 83

3.33 The NPPF requires policies to ‘create
conditions in which businesses can
invest, expand and adapt’ supports ‘the
sustainable growth and expansion of all
types of business in rural areas both
through conversion of existing buildings
and well-designed new buildings…
sustainable rural tourism and leisure
developments which respect the
character of the countryside’

3.34 NPP 28 supports the provision of
smaller units where a local need has
been identified and supports the
employment development on the sites
identified, so long as the design and
layout are suitable to its location.

4 Contribution to the Achievement of Sustainable Development
4.1

The NPPF has a presumption in favour of sustainable development. The NPPF defines
sustainable development has having three overarching objectives ‘which are interdependent
and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways (so that opportunities can be taken to
secure net gains across each of the different objectives)’.4 The NP4B recognises that this is a
balancing act and the objectives of the Plan comprise a balance of social, economic and
environmental objectives.

4.2

The economic goals relate to the support for the redevelopment of the brownfield sites for a
range of uses that will enhance the economic vitality of the Parish. Policies supporting the
provision of business/industrial units, those supporting tourism, supporting the Town Centre
and the regeneration of the Mills, all seek to strengthen the local economy. The NP4B supports
the expansion of local employment (and local employers) where the proposals do not cause
harm to the heritage and landscape. Support for the viable reuse of heritage assets is a
central tenet of the NP4B recognises the value the redevelopment of the Mills will have on the
economic attractiveness of the Parish for further investment. (See NPP 11, 18, 19, 20 – 28.)
4

NPPF para 8
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4.3

The social goals are to maintain a thriving community, recognising that the community and its
needs change over time. The NP4B defines what sustainable development means for Belper
Parish and supports the development of houses built to a high design quality and of a type
and tenure to meet local needs. The NP4B also recognises the value the community place on
the quality of the outdoors and identifies areas of community value as Local Green Spaces
(LGS). The LGSs in Belper Parish have a social value (for leisure and recreation) as well as
for their tranquillity and/environmental value. The walking routes are a community asset which
provide outdoor opportunities for meeting up with other people. (See NPP 1, 12, 13, 14.)

4.4

The NP4B has been prepared on the basis that local people can inform planning policy in their
neighbourhood at the pre-application engagement stage (see the Key Principle). By enabling
people to become more actively involved in the decision-making process5 the Neighbourhood
Plan has assisted in building social capacity.

4.5

The environmental goals are to protect the natural and built environment. The
Neighbourhood Plan polices ensure that proposals protect and where possible enhance
valued landscapes and the heritage of the Parish. The NP4B provides locally specific policies
based on the Belper HCA to provide clarity to developers on what constitutes sustainable
development. The identification of a Built Framework boundary (based on the landscape
character sensitivity studies and the HCA assessment) is an important part of this process to
provide clarity to decision makers and developers about the sensitivity of these spaces within
and adjoining the Built Framework.

4.6

The NP4B reflects the urgent need to address climate change in all planning decisions and
policies promote renewable energy, the need to increase waking and cycling, the use of low
carbon transport and green construction materials and methods. (See NPP1, 2, 3, 4-9, 10,
15,16,17.)

4.7

A sustainability matrix of the policies in the NP4B has been produced to assess the NP4B
policies against sustainability criteria. - see Appendix A. The Sustainability Matrix concluded
that the Neighbourhood Plan policies would mostly have a positive benefit and occasionally a
neutral impact.

4.8

There is no legal requirement for neighbourhood plans to have a Sustainability Appraisal. It is
considered that this Sustainability Matrix is adequate in showing how the Neighbourhood Plan
policies will deliver sustainable development.

5 Compatibility with EU Obligations
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitat Regulation
Assessment (HRA) Screening
5.1

The environmental assessment of plans with a significant environmental impact is a
requirement of the EC Directive on the assessment of plans and programmes on the
environment (Directive 2001/42/EC), known as the Strategic Environmental Assessment
(SEA) Directive.

5

Supported by NPPF para 128
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5.2

A Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required where a Neighbourhood Plan is deemed
likely to result in significant negative effects on protected European Sites as a result of the
Plan’s implementation6.

5.3

A Screening Opinion was undertaken by Enfusion in September 20187 to determine whether or
not the NP4B (Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Draft) requires a SEA and HRA. A Screening
Determination was produced by AVBC for Belper Town Council. The SEA Screening Determination
concluded that a SEA was required but that a HRA was not required - see report dated 9th November
20188.

5.4

The decision on the HRA Screening is set out below.

5.5

‘There are no Special Protection Areas (SPAs), Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) or Ramsar
sites within Amber Valley Borough’s boundary. The HRA Report that accompanied the Amber Valley
Local Plan to 2028 on submission concluded that the development proposed in the Local Plan will
not lead to likely significant effects either alone or in-combination with other plans or programmes.
In consideration of the small geographical area of the NP4B, and the scale of the development
likely to arise and its distance from European sites outside the AVLP boundary, the HRA screening
considers that the NP4B is not likely to have significant effects on EU designated sites beyond the
AVBC boundary, either alone or in combination with other plans and projects.’ Para 6.2

5.6

A SEA Assessment was undertaken by AECOM in March 2019 and reviewed in October 2019
(following amendments to the NP4B at Regulation 14). The SEA reports are on the Belper Town
Council web site9 and the latest SEA findings are as follows;

5.7

The NP4B performs relatively well overall against the SEA themes, benefitting the local
community through supporting the delivery of housing and mixed-use development on
brownfield and regeneration sites throughout the Town. The NP4B seeks to strike a balance
between the needs of conservation, biodiversity, access, the interests of the local community,
the public benefits of a development and the sustainable economic use of the WHS in its setting.
To this effect, positive effects are concluded in relation to the majority of SEA topics.

5.8

It is recognised that the NP4B is relatively limited in the potential to improve local transport
infrastructure through new development; however, supporting opportunities to improve the
pedestrian and cycle network through the site allocations, is considered likely to lead to positive
effects for both the transportation and health and wellbeing SEA topics.

5.9

The NP4B takes a proactive approach to new development and regeneration of the town,
prioritising brownfield sites, leading to positive effects in relation to the population and
community and land, soil and water SEA objectives. The NP4B supports new development in a

6

Article 6(3) of the EU Habitats Directive and with Regulation 61 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2010 (as amended).

See
https://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docguid=204db2cfe41f4d0aa2c4bc5a04ba9aae
8 See https://www.belpertowncouncil.gov.uk/uploads/sea-determination-9-11-18.pdf
9 See https://www.belpertowncouncil.gov.uk/uploads/environmental-report-for-the-belper-np-oct-19.pdf
7
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way that integrates with the existing heritage, landscape and architecture and reinforces the
unique characteristics of the area.

5.10 The NP4B capitalises on distinct opportunities to improve the townscape and tourism appeal of
a highly valued environment. In particular, the support for the restoration and regeneration of
the North and East Mills could potentially see significant and prominent vacant Listed Buildings
be bought back into use, with potential long-term significant positive effects with regards to
townscape, the historic environment, and the tourist economy.

5.11 The previous Environmental Report accompanying the Regulation 14 ‘Pre-Submission Plan
identified two recommendations in relating to strengthening policy protection for mature trees,
hedgerows and vegetation and for Sustainable Drainage Systems. Both of these
recommendations were addressed in plan amendments and no further recommendations are
made.

Other EU obligations
5.12 The Neighbourhood Plan has regard to and is compatible with the fundamental rights and
freedoms guaranteed under the European Convention on Human Rights. Whilst an
Equality Impact Assessment Report has not been specifically prepared, great care has been
taken throughout the preparation and drafting of this Plan to ensure that the views of the whole
community were embraced to avoid any unintentional negative impacts on particular groups.

5.13 The main issues for planning are the right to family life and in preventing discrimination. The
NP4B makes positive contributions, such as protecting the heritage and landscape of the
Parish, supporting the transition to a decarbonised economy and promoting housing to meet
a wide range of local needs (in accordance with national and Borough policies). The
population profile has revealed that there are not significant numbers of people who do not
speak English (as a first language) and it has not been necessary to produce consultation
material in other languages.

5.14 The Neighbourhood Plan has been prepared with extensive input from the community and
stakeholders as set out in the accompanying Consultation Statement. There was consultation
and engagement early on in the process and residents were encouraged to participate
throughout. The draft Neighbourhood Plan has been consulted on as required by Regulation
14 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012; responses have been
recorded and changes have been made as per the schedule set out in the Statement of
Consultation. The Consultation Statement has been prepared by the Steering Group and
meets the requirements set out in Paragraph 15 (2) of the Regulations.

6 General Conformity with Strategic Local Policy
6.1

There has been a positive working relationship and useful meetings between Amber Valley
Borough Council (AVBC) and the Parish Council10 including meetings with the Senior Policy
Officer at AVBC to support and guide the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan.

10

Represented by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and Town Councilors having meetings with officers
from Amber Valley Borough Council
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Amber Valley Borough Council Local Plan 2006
6.2

To meet the Basic Conditions, the Neighbourhood Plan is required to demonstrate general
conformity with the saved strategic policies in the adopted Local Plan (here the 2006 Local
Plan). The NP4B has been developed to be in general conformity with these saved strategic
policies.11 The saved policies are on AVBCs web site.

6.3

The Local Plan saved policies provide detailed guidance on where new development can take
place and sets out the factors that will be considered by AVBC when considering all proposals
for development.

6.4

Table 3 provides a summary of how each of the Neighbourhood Plan policies are in general
conformity with the saved strategic policies.
Table 3: Assessment of how each policy in the NP4B is in general conformity with the
Saved Strategic Policies in Amber Valley Borough Council’s Local Plan
Saved Strategic
Local Plan

6.5

Policies NP4B

LS 1 sets out the approach6.6
to
sustainable
development
where development should be
well related to existing
patterns of development, reuse previously developed
land and buildings and protect
and enhance the quality of the
6.7
built and natural environment,
minimising the need to travel
and ensuring the capacity of
6.8
existing
infrastructure
to
absorb further development.

6.9

NPP 1 requires a positive approach to sustainable
development defining what it means for Belper Parish. NPP
1 requires development to be focused within or adjoining
the Built Framework boundary (subject to possible site
allocations in the future once AVBCs Local Plan has been
prepared) so long as this takes into account constraints
such as heritage, flooding and landscape character.
Promoting the reuse of brownfield sites and buildings is
central to the NP4B - see NPP 20 – 27.
Protection of the built and natural landscape is addressed
in NPP 1 – 9, 10,11,14.
Minimising the need to travel is addressed in NPP 16

6.10 LS 3 requires good design6.11
to Requiring design to reinforce local distinctiveness and
preserve local distinctiveness, respecting local character is central to the NP4B and is
and respect character
addressed in NPP 1, NPP 3, NPP 4-9 and NPP 12.

6.12 ER1a Supports mixed use
6.13 NPP 20 supports the mixed use redevelopment of the Mill
development on land at North
and East Mill for B1, B2, B8,
tourism, A1, A3, A4, A5 and
D2 so long as the proposals
reflect the heritage of the site.

buildings but also supports residential use at the East Mill.
NPP 20 provides a more detail in the policy framework
reflecting the site’s location in the DVMWHS, flood plain.
The need to connect with redevelopment at the West Mill

See
https://info.ambervalley.gov.uk/docarc/docviewer.aspx?docGuid=dcbc48302b9e454ca417a94211ceb4f
9
11
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Saved Strategic
Local Plan

Policies NP4B
and the Derwent Valley and the opportunity to provide
some tourist facilities (car park) is also supported.

6.14 ER1b Supports mixed use
6.15 NPP 24 supports the mixed use redevelopment of the West
development on the West Mill
for B1, B2, B8, tourism, A1,
A3, A4, A5 and D2 following
the
approval
of
a
comprehensive development
brief.

6.16 ER1c)

Supports
6.17
the
development of land at
Derwent Street for B1, B2, B8,
tourism, A1, A3, A4, A5 and
D2 (and possibly housing if
the
scheme
was
comprehensive) and following
the
approval
of
a
comprehensive development
brief. The policy required
proposals to incorporate
improvements to the A6 and
links to retail and the edge of
the town centre.

Mill but also supports residential use to meet local and
wider Borough needs. NPP 24 provides a more specific
policy framework based on the site assessment and
viability study and reflects the site’s location in the
DVMWHS, the flood plain, the need to connect with
redevelopment at the North and East Mill and the
opportunity to provide a car park for tourists.
NPP 21 supports development of the site for residential use
to meet local and wider Borough needs and provides a
more specific policy framework based on the site
assessment and viability study and reflects the site’s
location in the DVMWHS and the flood plain.

6.18 ER4 supports development
6.21 Supporting local businesses, and encouraging rural
for B1, B2 and B8 within
existing
business
and
industrial areas and ER5
supports the extension of
existing businesses where
there is no significant adverse
impact on the residential
amenity or character of the
surrounding area

diversification (including tourism development) is
addressed in NPP 1, NPP 18 and NPP 28. NPP20 - 24
support the redevelopment of existing buildings for mixed
uses including retail and employment uses.

6.19 ER6 supports the conversion
of buildings to assist in the
diversification of the rural
economy

6.20 ER12

supports
tourism
development where there is
no significant impact on the
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Saved Strategic
Local Plan

Policies NP4B

character of the surrounding
environment

6.22 H3

supports
housing NPP 1 defines the Built Framework boundary for Belper
development within the built Town and supports development within it so far as is
consistent with other NP policies. NPP 1 reflects national
framework of Belper.
and Borough policy in supporting limited development in
6.23 H5 outside built framework locations that avoid harm to the landscape and heritage of
the parish.
development is limited to
extensions, replacements or Development outside it is in accordance with H5 and
houses
for
agricultural national policies.
workers

6.24 H12 sets out the criteria for NPP 12 defines what high quality design is in the context of

the quality and design of Belper Parish referencing the Belper HCA to ensure that
development proposals respond to the local character and
housing
history and promote or reinforce local distinctiveness.

6.25 TP2

supports
the
development of a Borough
wide comprehensive footpath,
cycleway
and
bridleway
network. TP3 seeks legal
agreements with developers
to secure footpaths and
cycleways.

Extending the cycle/walking network particularly along the
River Derwent is an important objective of the NP4B. NPP
16 identifies the opportunities and this is also a criterion in
the site-specific policies e.g. NPP 22, 24.

6.26 EN7 identifies the Landscape
6.29 The importance of protecting the natural environment runs
Character Areas and requires
development to have regard
to their landform, pattern and
distribution of trees and
wildlife presence of historic
features and roads in any
development proposals

throughout the NP4B policies and is included in the
overarching policy NPP1. NPP 2 and NPP 3 reinforces this
approach. The justification text to NPP 3-9 is provided in
the detailed DCC 2009 Landscape Character Assessment
and the Belper HCA. Further analysis of Local Green
Spaces and landscape sensitivity assists to provide a
Belper Parish specific policy framework.

6.27 EN8 ensures development
6.30 NPP 2 – 9 supports this emphasis on the conservation and
will not harm significant trees,
woodlands, dry stone walls or
loss of landscape features.
EN9 allows for otherwise
acceptable development to off
set the harm to landscape
features

enhancement of the natural environment. The NP policies
seek to protect and enhance bio-diversity. The NP provides
maps identifying areas of high landscape sensitivity to
provide a specific policy framework for Belper Parish. The
Plan supports the mitigation hierarchy approach setting it
out for clarity and includes policies for protecting important
Local Green Spaces (NPP 14).

6.28 EN12 and EN13 protect areas
6.31
designated for their nature
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Saved Strategic
Local Plan

Policies NP4B

conservation. EN 14 balances
the need for development with
the harm to local areas of
wildlife value

6.32 EN

24 protects Listed
6.33
Buildings and EN 26 and 27
requires development or
demolition in Conservation
Areas to preserve or enhance
the conservation area .

The need to protect the heritage value of the plan area is
established in NPP 1. NPP 11 supports the protection of all
heritage assets including the DVMWHS, Listed Buildings
and the Conservation Area from inappropriate
development and nominates buildings and/or structures for
local listing. The policy sets out a framework for the
protection of these heritage assets in accordance with their
heritage value. All the site specific policies, NPP 20 - 27,
reflect the importance of balancing up redevelopment with
harm to the heritage assets.

6.34 EN29

The importance of protecting the historic environment runs
throughout the NP and is specifically referenced in the
overarching policy NPP 1 as well as NPP 11 and in the site
specific policies NPP 20 – 27 to provide a Parish specific
approach.

requires
6.35
all
development to preserve or
enhance the character and
appearance of the World
Heritage Site. Within the
Buffer Zone, development is
required to preserve or
enhance the setting of the
WHS.

7 Conclusion
7.1

It is the view of the Belper Town Council that the foregoing has shown that the Basic
Conditions as set out in Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 are
considered to be met by the NP4B and all the policies therein.

7.2

The NP4B has appropriate regard to the NPPF, will contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development, is in conformity with the strategic policies contained in AVBCs Local
Plan and meets relevant EU obligations.

7.3

On that basis, it is respectfully suggested to the Examiner that the NP4B complies with
Paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B of the Act.
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8 Appendix A Sustainability Matrix
Sustainability Matrix: NP4B Neighbourhood Plan
Policy
NPP 1
Sustainable
Development

NPP 2
Protecting the
Natural
Environment
and
Enhancing
Biodiversity

NPP 3-9
Protecting the
Landscape
Character

Environmental
Impact
Positive impact
Minimizes the impact
of development on the
environment by
requiring development
to be sustainable and
defining what that
means for Belper
Parish. Defines the
extent of the Built
Form so that the wider
landscape character
and natural
environment is
protected.

Positive impact
Highlights the specific
biodiversity quality of
the Parish and
requires development
to make a net
contribution.
Identifying areas of
nature conservation
provides green
corridors for wildlife
and protects the flora
across large parts of
the Parish.

Positive impact
Requires development
to protect the local
landscape, recognizes
the topography and
openness within the
DVMWHS is its
defining characteristic.

Economic Impact

Social Impact

Positive impact
Sets out clear
guidelines for the
location of new
development.
Ensures that the
impact of new
development
avoids harm to the
local character of
Belper Parish as a
place to live.
Protecting the
quality of the place
will ensure the
parish remains a
desirable and
economically
attractive place to
live/work.
Neutral Impact

Positive impact
Sets out clear guidelines
for sustainable
development to provide
assurance to existing
and future generations
that the attributes that
make Belper Parish
special will be protected
as the Parish grows.

Positive Impact
The beauty of the
Parish is an
attribute that
attracts people to
live and work in
the Parish.

Positive impact
The biodiversity around
the Parish is a valuable
attribute; residents
cherish the quality and
accessibility of nature.
This policy provides
assurance that the
quality of the landscape
and the areas of
designated nature
conservation (which are
often areas of leisure
and recreation as well)
will be protected for the
duration of the Plan
period.
Positive impact
The quality of the
landscape around the
Parish is one of the most
valuable attributes. This
policy provides
assurance that the
quality and quantity of
the landscape within and
around the Parish will
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Policy

NPP 10
Reducing the
Risk of
Flooding

NPP 11
Protecting
Heritage
Assets

NPP 12 Energy
Efficiency and
High-Quality
Design

Environmental
Impact

Positive Impact
Development does not
cause flooding
elsewhere or on site
benefits the
environment.
Development that
increases the use of
SuDs increases
biodiversity and
creates open spaces
with multi-functional
uses.
Positive Impact
Protecting the historic
environment is an
important tenet of
sustainable
development, this
policy identifies
buildings of local
historic and/or
architectural value and
provides a policy
framework to protect
them in accordance
with NPPF guidelines.
It also provides more
specific policy
guidance on the
acceptable scope of
the development within
the Conservation Area,
the DVMWHS and the
Buffer Zone.
Positive impact
NPP 12 minimizes the
impact of development
on the environment by
ensuring that new
development
contributes to the
unique characteristics
of Parish and ensures
that development will
reinforce existing
character. Encourages
a layout and design

Economic Impact

Positive Impact
The economic cost
of flooded homes
and businesses is
very high –
ensuring the risk of
flooding is reduced
ensures the Parish
remains
economically
vibrant.

Social Impact
remain largely
unchanged for the
duration of the Plan
period.
Positive Impact
The fear of flooding and
its occurrence creates
anxiety and distress.
Development which
reduces the likelihood of
flooding improves wellbeing.

Positive Impact
Protecting the
historic
environment
maintains the
quality of the
Parish – ensuring
Belper Parish
remains an
attractive
economically
vibrant place to
live and work.

Positive Impact
The community value the
buildings and structures
nominated for local
listing; local input into
this process contributes
to the sense of pride in
the place – the
protection of the historic
environment enhances
the quality of the built
environment for local
people.

Positive Impact
Sets out clear
guidelines for
developers on
design and signals
the support that
will be given to
construction that
maximises energy
efficiency.

Positive Impact
Ensures that new
development integrates
with the existing,
creating high-quality
buildings, streets and
public spaces. Provides
existing and future
residents with
confidence that future
development will be of
the highest design
quality and that energy
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Policy

NPP 13 A Mix
of Housing
Types

Environmental
Impact
and use of
construction materials
that minimizes energy
use.
Neutral Impact

NPP 14
Designation of
Local Green
Spaces

Positive Impact
The designation of
Local Green Spaces
highlights the value of
these spaces to local
people and affords
them additional
protection from
development. Their
designation may result
in additional funding to
support improvements
to their biodiversity
and accessibility.

NPP 15
Increasing the
use of
Renewable
Energy

Positive Impact
Proposals that improve
air quality, use ‘green’
materials and low
carbon technologies
will benefit the
environment.
Positive Impact
Reducing car usage
and encouraging
walking and cycling
reduces air pollution
and congestion and
enhances the
environment.
Positive Impact
Reducing carbon
emissions improves air
quality

NPP 16
Increasing
Cycling and
Walking

NPP 17
Increasing the
Use of Electric
Vehicles

Economic Impact

Social Impact
efficiency is a vital part of
sustainable
development.

Positive Impact
Seeks to address
the need for
smaller dwellings,
reflecting
community
feedback and an
understanding of
the existing
housing stock. Will
create houses that
are in demand by
local people.
Neutral Impact

Positive Impact
Seeks to provide new
houses that will meet the
local need for down
sizing and for those
looking to afford their
first house. Will enable
more people to remain
living in communities
where they have social
connections.

Positive Impact
The reduction in
energy costs will
benefit the
occupiers of the
development.

Positive Impact
Community led
renewable energy
schemes can have
significant local benefits.
Cleaner air has health
benefits.
Positive Impact
Enabling people to more
easily walk and cycle will
improve health and
wellbeing.

Neutral Impact

Neutral Impact

Positive Impact
These local green
spaces have been put
forward by local people
and are very important to
them; their designation
provides assurance that
they will be protected
from development for the
duration of the Plan
period. The focus on
them may enable
improved maintenance
of them to enhance form
and function.

Positive Impact
Improving air quality
improves health
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Policy
NPP 18
Increasing
Tourism

NPP 19
Protecting
existing car
parks

NPP 20 – 27

Policies for the
redevelopment
of brownfield
sites

NPP 28
Supporting
Local
Business

Environmental
Impact
Positive Impact
The vacant and
derelict state of the
East Mill will be
addressed by its
redevelopment – this
will enhance the
environment. Where
opportunities to
improve access to the
River Derwent are
secured this will create
environmental
enhancement along
the Derwent Valley.
Neutral Impact

Positive Impact
The redevelopment of
brownfield sites
reduces the need to
develop green field
sites.

Neutral Impact

Economic Impact

Social Impact

Positive Impact
The
redevelopment of
all the brownfield
sites will increase
economic activity
(by creating homes
and businesses)
and increase
business
confidence in the
area.

Positive Impact
The increased
investment in the Parish
from the redevelopment
of the brownfield sites
will create more local
jobs and will boost the
wellbeing in the Town.
The provision of new
walking/cycling routes
will provide new leisure
opportunities for locals
and visitors.

Positive Impact
To support local
shops and
businesses some
car parking
provision is
required.

Positive Impact
Access to local services
and facilities is
necessary and whilst
cycling and walking is
encouraged, the existing
car parks are essential
for some local residents.
Positive Impact
Positive Impact
The brownfield
Protecting the green
sites are prominent fields around Belper and
in the Parish –
reusing existing
investment in this
brownfield sites is an
redevelopment will overriding objective of
signal confidence
local people.
in the local
economy and
generate jobs and
homes.
Positive Impact
Positive Impact
Encouraging the
The policy will create the
growth of local
opportunity for additional
businesses will
local employment for
increase the
residents who otherwise
opportunity for
have to travel outside the
local businesses to Parish.
start up or move
within the Parish
and local
employment will be
created.
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